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Abstract and Keywords
This chapter argues that immigration policy should be reformed so that there
are no quantitative caps on legal migration. It argues that a policy of open
borders and free migration would create massive poverty reduction while
helping to improve the lives of most of the native born, and that any adverse
consequences could be made up for with “keyhole solutions” that leave massive
migration flows intact while tweaking policy to deal with specific consequences.
It provocatively argues that given the evidence surveyed in the earlier chapters,
every major moral theory recommends open borders.
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1 Introduction
Suppose you get laid off in Oklahoma.1 Local opportunities are sparse, so you
find a job in California, rent a new place, and go. Voilà, your move is done. You
need not get permission from a government official or convince anybody that
your presence is a net positive for California.2 That’s because the member states
of the United States have open borders.
This chapter argues in favor of global open borders. In an open borders world,
you don’t need permission to move from Lahore to London or Montreal to
Mumbai any more than you need permission to move from Oklahoma to
California. The case for open borders is universal: it applies to the United States,
Australia, Japan, India, China, Germany, and all other countries. For the most
part, though, we focus on the modern United States, with occasional discussion
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of other countries and earlier eras. Our (p.181) American focus is partly a
matter of convenience; data and social science on US immigration are relatively
abundant. But given its long history of near-open borders, and its ongoing role
as the world’s leading superpower, the US case is also especially relevant and
enlightening.

2 The World is Far from Open Borders
How far are we today from open borders? Very. Let’s look at the question from
three angles: the letter of the law, how much migrants sacrifice to evade the law,
and how many people want to move but cannot. Precisely because the world
today is remote from open borders, all numbers are crude guesses. But they help
us appreciate the radical nature of open borders, or, more precisely, the radical
extent to which closed borders distort global society and destroy freedom and
economic value.
Let’s begin with the law. By First World standards, US immigration laws are
fairly liberal. Still, the only routes for legal immigration are family reunification,
high skill, refugee or asylum status, and the diversity lottery. Typical family
reunification wait times run 7–12 years, and around two decades for Mexicans.3
Employment-based visa requirements are stringent: to apply, you need
extraordinary ability, distinguished accomplishment that requires at least a
postgraduate degree, sponsorship by a US multinational, or $500,000 to invest.4
High-skilled workers can also try for a non-immigrant H-1B visa that allows a
transition to permanent residency. This category is so competitive that the
annual application quota normally fills in 10 days.5 The United States grants
refugee or asylum status to about 50,000 people a year, with a 2012 ceiling of
76,000.6 (p.182) Winning the diversity lottery, finally, is as improbable as it
sounds: in 2008, 13.6 million people applied for 50,000 slots.7 In addition, some
low-skilled workers get H-2A and H-2B visas, but these are hard to get, quick to
expire, and cannot be converted to long-term residency.
In sum, the United States offers no path for the typical world resident to move
long term, and few options for temporary work. Even temporary visits are hard
to arrange, because applicants are, as a matter of US policy, denied if they fail to
convince their consular officer that they do not intend to migrate long term.8 As
a result, many prospective migrants cross borders illegally or overstay
temporary visas. The United States currently has 11–13 million illegal
immigrants, about a third of its foreign-born population and about 4 percent of
the total population.9
How much do these laws matter? Look at the black market prices that poor
migrants eagerly pay to hop to the border. Smuggler fees from Mexico to the
United States are now about $4,000—four years’ income for a typical farm
laborer in Mexico.10 Prices for more distant countries are predictably higher. A
median-income Indian would need to save all his income for over a decade to pay
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the $60,000 that smugglers currently charge for illegal transport to the United
States.11 High though they are, fees underestimate foreigners’ commitment to
moving. Migrants along the Mexico-United States border brave a difficult trek
through a hot (p.183) desert, migrants from Africa to Europe sail on rickety
boats, and border-crossers to South Africa risk getting eaten by lions.12
Where do poor unskilled migrants find the money to pay these huge smuggling
fees? Short answer: many of them don’t, which is why we see much less
migration than we would under open borders. Those who do manage to pay the
fees rely on family savings over long time periods, help from family members
already in the destination country, and loans that they pay back with higher
earnings after they’ve successfully migrated. Due to the underground nature of
the whole operation, local criminals play an important role in enforcing the
repayment of loans.13 After full deregulation, smuggling fees and the attendant
dangers would all but disappear. How many people would choose to relocate?
Gallup has conducted worldwide polls since 2010 asking adults whether they
would move to another country immediately if allowed. Over 600 million adults—
14 percent of the world adult population—wish to permanently move to another
country. Over a billion want to seek temporary work abroad.14 For comparison,
232 million people currently live outside their country of birth.15 The United
States is the first-choice destination for over 100 million adults.16 Gallup has
used these polls to estimate population gain and loss for each country if
everyone migrated to their first-choice destination. The effects are huge: Haiti
would lose half its population. Australia, Singapore, and New Zealand’s would
more than double. Even the United States, the world’s third most populous
country, would see population increase by 60 percent.17
(p.184) This does not mean that 200 million immigrants would arrive tomorrow
if the United States opened its border today. Migrants face a series of
bottlenecks. Markets need time to respond to the vast increase in demand for
transportation, housing, and jobs. The more enduring bottlenecks, though, are
cultural and linguistic. Spain is a more popular migrant destination than
Germany because of the global Spanish-speaking population, and Saudi Arabia is
a top choice for potential migrants because of its religious importance for
Muslims worldwide. Even under open borders, people rarely move to a new
country unless that country already has a substantial “diaspora”—a subculture
that shares their culture and language.
How do diasporas work?18 Migration rates between culturally and linguistically
disjoint regions start low. Over time, though, buzz builds—and migration
snowballs. The first wave sends good news: “We’re prospering.” The second
wave sends better news: “We’re prospering, and we’re starting to have our own
community.” The third wave sends better news still: “We’re prospering, and our
community is flourishing.” When the United States opened its border with
Puerto Rico in 1904, for instance, the flow was almost invisible. Between 1900
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and 1910, Puerto Rico’s net emigration was only two thousand souls. Yet decade
by decade, Puerto Ricans kept coming—and stateside Puerto Ricans felt
increasingly at home. By 2000, there were more Puerto Ricans in the United
States than there were in Puerto Rico.19
As of 2010, 29 percent of foreign-born Americans hailed from Mexico, 24
percent from the rest of Latin America, 28 percent from Asia, 12 percent from
Europe, 4 percent from Africa, 2 percent from North America, and 1 percent
from elsewhere.20 The most reasonable forecast, then, is that open borders
would swiftly lead to a large increase in Latin American—and especially Mexican
—immigration. Their diasporas—and families eager to help—are already here. In
the medium term, we should expect the initially smaller diasporas of populous
China and India to swell. Given the tiny African immigrant population, and their
cultural (p.185) and linguistic distance from African Americans, migration from
Africa’s rapidly growing population will probably start out very low—but end up
very high.
Until the 1920s, the United States retained nearly open borders. Few dispute
that mass migration played a key role in America’s nineteenth-century economic
miracle. Some even argue that near-free migration outweighed, and thus
masked, the negative effects of late nineteenth-century trade restrictions.21
Synergies continued in the early twentieth century: mass manufacturing
industries, such as Detroit’s auto industry, benefited from a large and mobile
population, including many recent migrants and children of migrants.22
Still, by modern standards, migration during the open borders era remained
moderate. The peak foreign-born proportion in 1910 was 15 percent,
comparable to 13 percent today.23 If the American border were reopened, we
should expect larger, faster changes—diaspora dynamics notwithstanding.
Transportation is far cheaper and safer, making long-distance migration
practical for the poorest and most remote populations. Communication is vastly
better, allowing migrants to keep in touch with friends and family—and word of
opportunities to spread far and wide. Culture has globalized. Hundreds of
millions of prospective migrants are “pre-assimilated”—fluent in English and
avid consumers of American periodicals, television, and movies. The bottom line
is that open borders could easily double the US population in a matter of
decades.

3 How Open Borders Would Change the World
For all its radicalism, open borders’ main effects are fairly well understood.
Open borders would dramatically increase global production. It would drastically
reduce global poverty and global inequality. At the same time, open borders
would make the remaining poverty and inequality much more visible for current
residents of the First World. On other (p.186) important dimensions—
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especially budgets, politics, and crime—we should expect no more than
moderate changes for good or ill. Let us consider each effect in turn.
3.1 Effect on Global Production

Why does the average American earn so much more than the average Nigerian?
Part of the reason is that the average American worker has better skills. The rest
of the reason, though, is that the American economy makes better use of
whatever skills a worker happens to have. Researchers who disentangle these
two effects find that the latter accounts for almost all of the global pay gap:
being in America is much more important than being American. Moving unskilled
workers from Mexico to the United States raises their pay by about 150 percent.
Moving unskilled workers from Nigeria to the United States raises their pay by
over 1,000 percent.24 The productivity gain is most visible in agriculture or
manufacturing: an unskilled Mexican farmer grows far more food in America
than in Mexico. But the gain is equally real in services. A Mexican barber
produces more economic value in America because affluent Americans are
willing to pay much more for haircuts than poor Mexicans.
Once you grasp the massive effect of location on worker productivity, the
economic case for open borders swiftly follows. Global living standards depend
on global production. Immigration restrictions trap labor in unproductive
locations, stunting output. Open borders, in contrast, let everyone on earth move
wherever their labor is most productive. Making Nigerians stay in Nigeria is as
economically senseless as making farmers plant in Antarctica.
Open borders will thus grow the world economy. By how much? The most
serious review of the academic evidence concludes that unrestricted migration
would roughly double global GDP, with estimates of the gain ranging from +67
percent to +147 percent.25 In other words, existing regulations stunt the world’s
output at roughly half its free-migration level. These magnitudes are staggering,
but hardly surprising. Labor is the world’s most valuable commodity—yet thanks
to strict immigration regulation, most of it goes to waste.
(p.187) What would this wealth explosion look like? Destination countries for
migrants would experience frenetic economic growth—a First World version of
the sustained booms that China and India enjoyed in recent decades. Hundreds
of millions of Chinese and Indians have already moved in response to rising
urban wages. China’s urbanization rate rose from 18 percent in 1976 to 52
percent today. Massive migration has turned villages into towns and towns into
megacities. By 2025, China will have a billion people living in cities, with 23
cities of over five million and 221 cities of over one million (compared to 35 such
cities in Europe).26 India’s 2001 census estimated that 191 million people—19
percent of the country—were long-distance internal migrants.27 India’s urban
population will soar from 340 million in 2008 to 590 million in 2030.28
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The flip side is that origin countries will swiftly depopulate. Over a generation or
two, poor countries could easily lose half their people—and more than half of
their most skilled and ambitious workers. But this is no more tragic than poor
villagers exiting the backwaters of China and India. Development is ultimately
about people, not places.29
And non-migrants benefit, too. Remittances—which already far exceed the flow
of foreign aid—start coming home almost immediately.30 Before long, successful
immigrants start using their newfound business connections to develop their
mother countries.31 Puerto Rico provides an excellent illustration. Over half of
Puerto Ricans live abroad, but Puerto Ricans who stayed behind now enjoy a
First World standard of living.32
(p.188) In the short run, open borders would massively reduce the capital/
labor ratio in destination countries, and raise it in origin countries. The First
World would see a large expansion in the low-skilled service sector, including
childcare, cleaning, and driving, and a switch to more labor-intensive farming
and construction. The United States could also easily become a hub for the sort
of labor-intensive manufacturing currently done in China, with natives taking on
higher-paying supervisory roles.
Over the long run, as usual, we should expect capital accumulation to rise with
labor supply.33 How long would workers have to wait for “the long run” to
arrive? The Israeli experience is instructive despite its peculiarities. The Law of
Return, valid since 1950, grants every Jew the right to settle in Israel.34 Israel’s
1989 population was 4.6 million. Between 1990 and 1997, 700,000 immigrants
from the Soviet Union showed up—about half during a two-year period. In the
short run, this seemed to depress native wages about 5 percent. Yet by 1997,
native wages were back at their expected pre-immigration level.35
How will the oversize fruits of open borders be distributed? Researchers often
focus on the change in the capital/labor ratio, and conclude that open borders
enrich First World capital and Third World labor at the expense of Third World
capital and First World labor. Estimates of the size of the effect on First World
labor are small; according to Kerr and Kerr’s state-of-the-art literature survey, a
10 percentage-point increase in the immigrant share of the labor force reduces
native wages by a mere 1 percent.36 Furthermore, the net effect for First World
workers is unclear because labor is not their only asset. Immigration sharply
increases real estate prices, so any home-owning worker would enjoy a massive
capital gain.37 Furthermore, every worker with a retirement fund is, in part, a
capitalist.
More sophisticated analysts point out that immigration can raise First World
wages, too. In the real world, there are many distinct kinds of labor. Native
workers suffer when immigrants have competing skills, but gain when
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immigrants have complementary skills. This chapter’s authors, for (p.189)
example, are both PhDs. When foreign PhDs enter the US labor market, we
suffer. The immigration of waiters, in contrast, enriches us. We are waiters’
customers, not their competitors.
Under open borders, immigrant and native skill sets will drastically diverge.
Compared to natives, most prospective immigrants are very poorly educated.
Rather than losing their jobs to immigrants, natives will likely become their
supervisors and managers. Between 1980 and 2000, US immigrants tended to
be either low-skilled or high-skilled. Even relatively pessimistic economists
confirm the expected result: immigration hurt low-skilled and high-skilled
natives, but raised wages for mid-skilled natives.38 Other observers note that
formal education is a crude measure of skill. Most obviously, natives speak
better English than equally educated foreigners. Accounting for these subtleties,
recent immigration seems to slightly raise average natives’ wages.39 Some
development economists worry that liberalizing migration retards the Third
World’s economic growth and political reform by siphoning off their best and
brightest citizens. But this “brain drain” is largely an artifact of current skillbased immigration policies. Under open borders, ditch diggers are as free to
migrate as computer programmers. Even under the status quo, though, so-called
brain drain has offsetting benefits for those left behind. Skilled immigrants often
return with valuable skills, investment capital, and business connections.
Furthermore, opportunities for high-skilled emigration spur skill acquisition.
Empirically, such incentives look strong enough to make the average
non-migrant more skillful.40
Migration doesn’t just make migrants more productive; it makes them more
innovative. Silicon Valley is a breeding ground for world-changing technology. If
Silicon Valley’s immigrants had stayed home, it is hard to see how they could
have created more than a fraction of what they did in the United States.41 Since
new ideas anywhere now rapidly help people everywhere, moving the best and
brightest to centers of global innovation indirectly enriches source countries,
too. Analyses of innovation in the nineteenth-century United States paint similar
conclusions.42
(p.190) 3.2 Effect on Global Poverty and Inequality

Rural-to-urban migration within China, India, and other low-income countries
has not just been a key pillar of expanding per-capita output. Migration-fueled
growth has also sharply reduced global poverty and global inequality. Sala-iMartin (2006) uses international data to construct the World Income Distribution
for 1970–2000.43 During this period, the share of the world living in poverty
drastically fell. Raising the poverty line naturally raises measured poverty, but
the fact of decline is robust.44 Subsequent research confirms that these
beneficent trends are continuing.45 Open borders could well cast the decisive
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blow against human poverty, even if the estimate of the impact of open borders
on global production is significantly overstated.46
Migration-fueled economic growth around the world has also steadily reduced
global inequality. In 1970–2000, the World Income Distribution became more
equal by eight distinct metrics.47 How is this possible given the sharp rise in
inequality within countries? Simple: in the modern world, about two-thirds of
global inequality reflects inequality between countries rather within them.48
Economically speaking, open borders are familiar rural-to-urban migration writ
large. When poor people relocate from low-productivity to high-productivity
areas, they simultaneously enrich the world, escape poverty, and equalize the
income distribution. The key difference: open borders will lead to larger, quicker
progress than traditional rural-to-urban migration because international gaps
dwarf intranational gaps. Due to diaspora dynamics, we should not expect
international inequality to vanish overnight. But given the enormity of the wage
gains that migrants experience, progress will start strong and steadily
accelerate.
3.3 Effect on the Visibility of Poverty and Inequality

Migrating to a rich country is a great way to escape absolute poverty. When lowskilled immigrants arrive, however, most will remain relatively (p.191) poor by
the standards of their new country. Given expected flows, most natives will soon
encounter relatively poor foreigners on a daily basis.49
The visibility of poverty and inequality is likely to be unsettling, particularly if
government policies restrict newly arrived migrants’ access to the welfare state.
The shift to labor-intensive occupations will make developed countries look more
primitive. Shantytowns may emerge. Some natives will react by helping
migrants learn the language, find jobs, and adjust to their new societies. Others
will resent new arrivals and pine for the good old days when low-skilled
immigration was but a trickle. Before long, however, most natives will, like the
Third World middle class, simply learn to tolerate the sight of poverty and
inequality. From immigrants’ point of view, callous natives are preferable to
narcissistic altruists who minimize their feelings of pity by keeping poor
foreigners out of the country.
3.4 Effect on the Budget

Immigration’s fiscal effects are uncertain in sign, moderate in size, and small
compared to the economic effects.50 Overall, the net fiscal gain from migration
is near zero for OECD countries, with estimates ranging from modestly negative
to modestly positive. Adult immigrants are normally educated at their home
country’s expense, making them a prima facie good deal for receiving countries.
The foreign born typically use more welfare. At least in the United States,
however, the foreign-born poor use less welfare than the native poor. This is
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partly due to restrictions on welfare (p.192) eligibility for migrants, suggesting
that further tightening would make migration a clear fiscal plus.51 Can we
generalize from the present to the world of open borders? The main concern: net
fiscal effects vary widely by skill. For the United States, Storesletten (2000)
calculates a $96,000 net fiscal benefit for highly educated immigrants and a
$36,000 net fiscal cost for uneducated immigrants, versus a net cost of $80,000
for the typical native. However, these estimates seem pessimistic across the
board; Wolf et al. (2011) find that the average newborn American native has a
net fiscal benefit of $83,000. On balance, there is no solid reason to expect the
average immigrant under open borders to be a fiscal drain. However, since
immigration will sharply increase, the total fiscal effect could end up being
highly positive or highly negative.
3.5 Effect on Crime

Empirical work on migration and crime focuses on receiving countries. The big
result: open borders may well decrease crime rates in many receiving countries,
and is at any rate unlikely to cause crime rates to rise sharply. In the United
States, the foreign born have one-fifth the native incarceration rate.52 This is not
just a reflection of American criminality. Japan has one of the lowest crime rates
in the world, but its immigrants are even more law-abiding than the rest of the
population.53 While many blame South Africa’s crime woes on the end of
apartheid’s internal migration restrictions, the evidence suggests otherwise. Its
homicide rate, though high, has dropped steadily post-1994.54
What about crime in sending countries? Open borders are a powerful lifeline for
the potential victims of genocide, ethnic cleansing, and other war crimes.
Imagine how many victims of the Holocaust would have survived if the United
States had open borders during the 1930s. Safety, like (p.193) development, is
ultimately about people, not places. Rising per-capita income also gives potential
criminals more to lose. Research is scarce, but there are good reasons to expect
migration to reduce non-migrants’ victimization risk.
3.6 Effect on Politics

Under democracy, the quality of policy depends on the quality of the electorate.
Wise voting leads to good policies, foolish voting to bad policies.55 In absolute
terms, most voters look quite foolish. They’re not just poorly informed; they’re
predictably irrational.56 It is possible, however, that native voters are bad, but
immigrant voters are even worse. Critics who raise this concern usually equate
free-market policies with wisdom, and worry about foreigners’ anti-market
perspective. The US-based General Social Survey (GSS), inaugurated in 1972
and still running, is probably the single best source of information on these
matters. What does it tell us?
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By most measures, foreigners are indeed more anti-market than native-born
Americans.57 Yet the size of the foreign-native gap is moderate. The foreign born
are 0.11 standard deviations more liberal than natives.58 The GSS asks, “If the
government had a choice between reducing taxes or spending more on social
programs like health care, social security, and unemployment benefits, which do
you think it should do?” The foreign-born are 8 percentage points more likely to
say “spend more on social programs.”59 The GSS also features nine questions
asking, “On the whole, do you think it should or should not be the government’s
responsibility to …” regulate and redistribute in various ways.60 Overall, the
foreign born are 0.35 standard deviations more favorable toward big
government. Yet there is one major issue where the foreign born are 0.76
standard deviations more opposed to government regulation: immigration
itself.61
(p.194) Foreigners tend to combine their economic liberalism with social
conservatism. The GSS features five questions about free speech for unpopular
minorities.62 Overall, the foreign born are 0.19 standard deviations less
supportive of free speech. Less-educated foreigners—like less-educated natives
—are especially authoritarian. Foreign-born high school dropouts are 0.81
standard deviations more in favor of regulation and redistribution, and 0.59
standard deviations less supportive of free speech.
On reflection, though, raw public opinion data make immigration look a lot more
politically dangerous than it really is. Open borders give everyone the right to
live and work where he likes, sharply reducing the incentive to become a citizen.
Legal US residents have to wait five years before they can even apply for
citizenship.63 When immigrants finally gain the right to vote, they often fail to
show up: migrants and their descendants have lower voter turnout than
natives.64 The worryingly authoritarian less-educated foreigners are especially
abstentious. In the 2008 presidential election, for example, only 25 percent of
eligible foreign-born high school dropouts chose to vote.65 Emerging evidence in
political science suggests, moreover, that low-income citizens have little political
influence anyway. When high- and low-income Americans disagree, politicians
cater to high-income preferences.66
Finally, a large literature finds that the very presence of immigrants sours
natives on the welfare state.67 Voters are happy to support generous government
benefits for their own kind, but not outsiders. Indeed, (p.195) the ethnic
diversity of the United States is a standard explanation for its relatively small
welfare state.68 The net political effect of immigration is therefore unclear. When
social scientists directly measure the effect of immigration on the size of
government, most detect little effect.69 A particularly thorough recent study
finds that immigration fails to noticeably change US states’ spending on TANF/
AFDC, education, or health.70
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4 Open Borders: A Case of Moral Consilience
Predictions about the effects of open borders are far from certain. No major
country has experienced anything close to open borders for almost a century,
making extrapolation difficult. One effect, however, is clear: open borders will
drastically increase global production. This transformation of the world economy
makes other large changes highly likely: sharp reductions in global poverty and
inequality, combined with greater visibility of the poverty and inequality that
remain. The effects on other dimensions—budgets, crime, and politics—are less
clear, but standard estimates of the global effects range from mildly negative to
mildly positive. Even if you take strong issue with some of our empirics, the
overall conclusion that open borders would be a boon to the world is hard to
dispute.
Does this mean that countries are morally obliged to open their borders? In this
section, we argue that every prominent moral view yields the same answer: yes.
Utilitarianism, efficiency, egalitarianism, human capabilities, libertarianism,
meritocracy, and Christianity all recommend open borders.71 For moral theories
like libertarianism that prioritize individual rights, the recommendation is clearcut. For more pragmatic theories, the enormous—and pro-poor—economic gains
are almost equally decisive. Doubling GDP can outweigh a lot of sins. Indeed,
even moral theories like citizenism that place little or no weight on foreigners’
well-being endorse open borders when packaged with pro-native taxes and
transfers.
(p.196) 4.1 The Utilitarian Case for Open Borders

The utilitarian case for open borders is straightforward: open borders swiftly
and reliably enrich mankind, especially the global poor. Instead of relying on
often corrupt government-to-government transfers, open borders allow everyone
on earth to enrich themselves by heading wherever their talents are most
valuable. As long as the rise in global GDP exceeds 50 percent, it is hard to see
any offsetting harms in the same ballpark. Even in an unlikely scenario where
open borders destroy First World welfare states, the benefits for hundreds of
millions of absolutely poor foreigners clearly outweigh the costs for tens of
millions of relatively poor natives.
4.2 The Efficiency Case for Open Borders

Economic efficiency measures costs and benefits purely by willingness to pay.72
When is relocation efficiency-enhancing? Whenever it raises a worker’s
productivity by more than the material and psychological cost of moving. The
whole point of immigration restrictions, though, is to ban immigration that
passes this efficiency test. Unlike utilitarianism, economic efficiency counts the
preferences of the rich and poor equally; an extra dollar in Haitian hands counts
no more than an extra dollar in American hands. The apostle of economic
efficiency will therefore disregard the pro-poor distributional effects of free
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migration, and treat the extra visibility of poverty as a serious cost. Still, given
the huge effect on global output, the efficiency case for open borders is solid.
4.3 The Egalitarian Case for Open Borders

Migration restrictions drastically and deliberately reduce equality of both
opportunity and result. The effect on equality of opportunity is almost
definitional. Laws exclude the global poor from the best labor markets because
they proverbially “chose the wrong parents.” The effect on equality of result is
more empirical, but almost as clear. To repeat: in the modern world, country of
origin accounts for about two-thirds of all income inequality.73 Without
immigration laws, unskilled labor in the Third World (p.197) could not durably
earn a fifth or a tenth as much as unskilled labor in the First World. Even if open
borders miraculously toppled First World welfare systems, the genuine
egalitarian should focus on the shrinking gap between absolutely rich natives
and absolutely poor foreigners, not the growing gap between the world’s
absolutely rich natives and relatively poor natives. The Rawlsian ethical
framework, which accepts inequality if and only if it benefits the “worst-off
group,” also implies support for open borders.74 While egalitarians who take
“brain drain” seriously could condemn First World countries for poaching the
Third World’s best and brightest, open borders largely dissolve such complaints
by making illiterates as free to migrate as Nobel laureates. It’s not surprising
that many egalitarian-minded philosophers who have given consideration to the
questions surrounding open borders have come to support open borders.75
4.4 The Human Capabilities Case for Open Borders

The human capabilities approach pioneered by Martha Nussbaum and Amartya
Sen stresses that all individuals should have realistic opportunities to fulfill their
potential.76 Closed borders willfully deletes the global poor’s best options for
escaping poverty and living fulfilling lives. Even the well-to-do may be unable to
reach their full potential because border restrictions prevent them from moving
to a dream job or uniting their extended family. Supporters of the human
capabilities approach unsurprisingly argue for fewer migration restrictions.77
4.5 The Libertarian Case for Open Borders

The absolutist libertarian case for open borders is clear-cut: Immigration
restrictions impermissibly restrict capitalist acts between consenting (p.198)
adults. Neither government nor “society” has any right to prevent employers,
landlords, or merchants from trading with foreigners. All analysis of
immigration’s social effects is beside the point. Proponents of a wide range of
libertarian and freedom-oriented ideologies, including Ayn Rand and Murray
Rothbard, have made principled arguments for open borders along these lines.78
What about the more moderate view that we should adhere to libertarian
principles unless doing so is awful for human well-being? This, too, leads to
staunch support for open borders. Empirically, open borders look like a great
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deal for the world, so there is no rights-utility trade-off to resolve.79 Unlike the
utilitarian, though, the moderate libertarian has to support free migration even
if its vast benefits turn out to be entirely illusory. As long as the aggregate
effects of open borders are better than awful, the libertarian cannot in good
conscience compromise the fundamental human right to accept a job offer from
a willing employer. Even if immigration predictably led to a large expansion of
the welfare state, the moderate libertarian would have to weigh freedom from
taxation against freedom of movement and trade. For the moderate libertarian,
excluding foreigners who might vote for statist policies is less justified than
exiling natives who do vote for statist policies.
4.6 The Meritocratic Case for Open Borders

Free labor markets do not guarantee that the best workers will receive the best
jobs and pay. But immigration restrictions are consciously designed to protect
native workers from more qualified and motivated foreigners. Meritocratic
norms say, “Hire the best person.” Immigration laws say, “No, (p.199) you are
only free to hire the best citizen.” The status quo does not merely allow
discrimination on the basis of nationality; it mandates such discrimination.
Anyone who accepts merit as a moral imperative or discrimination as a grave
evil should be strongly predisposed to open borders.
Meritocratic critics of immigration occasionally argue that the impoverished
inhabitants of the Third World morally deserve their fate. Their suffering is
fitting punishment for creating such dysfunctional societies. But what precisely
should the typical low-skilled Third World worker have done differently? One
vote is astronomically unlikely to change policy even in clean democracies, much
less the corrupt democracies and dictatorships that most of the Third World
endures. And how can we condemn a semi-literate worker for failing to fix his
polity when the world’s brightest minds are at a loss for answers? You could
blame the ignorant voter for failing to abstain, but lifelong, hereditary exclusion
from the world’s best labor markets seems a draconian punishment for voting
the wrong way.80 In any case, contrary to all meritocratic principles, immigration
laws punish indiscriminately. Residents of the Third World face lifelong,
hereditary exclusion, no matter how they vote.
4.7 The Christian Case for Open Borders

The New Testament and broader Christian tradition are a natural fit with open
borders.81 Both emphasize our common humanity and preach strong obligations
to welcome and support to the needy. Consider, “I was a stranger and you took
me in” (Matthew 25:35); “There is neither Jew nor Greek, slave nor free, male
nor female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus” (Galatians 3:28); and “When you
give a banquet, invite the poor, the crippled, the lame, the blind, and you will be
blessed. Although they cannot repay you, you will be repaid at the resurrection
of the righteous” (Luke 14:12–14). Even the Old Testament repeatedly urges just
treatment of foreigners: “Do not mistreat or oppress a foreigner, for you were
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foreigners in Egypt” (Exodus 22:21); and “You must have the same regulations
for both the foreigner and the native-born” (Numbers 9:14). An open borders
policy is not charity. But even if it were, Christians seem obliged to support it.
(p.200) 4.8 The Citizenist Case for Open Borders

Many proponents of immigration restrictions argue that immigration policy
should put little weight on the welfare of foreigners. Instead, they accept what
Steve Sailer calls “citizenism”: governments should focus on promoting the
interests of current citizens and their descendants.82 This moral position has
been embraced by a wide range of critics of open borders, including Center for
Immigration Studies director Mark Krikorian, National Review’s Reihan Salam,
and Demos director David Goodhart.
Citizenists often grant the utilitarian case for open borders, then insist that
almost all of the economic benefits go to foreigners. Facts aside, their reaction is
deeply uncreative. A thoughtful citizenist should not say, “Open borders would
make foreigners trillions of dollars richer. So what?” Instead, he should say,
“Trillions of dollars of wealth are on the table. How can my countrymen get a
hefty piece of the action?” Modern governments routinely use taxes and
transfers to redistribute from young to old and rich to poor. Why not use the
same policy tools to redistribute from foreign to native? Charge immigrants
extra taxes. Further restrict their access to government benefits. Then use the
proceeds to cut taxes and increase benefits for natives. What could be simpler?
From a citizenist point of view, such policies are perfectly “fair”; government is
supposed to discriminate on natives’ behalf. Less parochial moral philosophies
could protest the unfairness, but they should concede that open borders,
tempered by pro-native redistribution, are far less unfair to foreigners than the
status quo.

5 Responses to Objections
Open borders speak to every major moral outlook. Given the evidence, you
would expect the approach to enjoy widespread support. Yet in practice, support
for open borders is rare. The World Values Survey asked the people of 48 nations
their views on migration. In most countries surveyed, under 10 percent said,
“Let anyone come.”83 Why is the concept of open borders so unpopular?
(p.201) Most of the opposition, in our view, reflects unthinking xenophobia.
Nevertheless, the majority of people the authors consider reasonable have yet to
embrace open borders. Every major moral viewpoint implies open borders given
our empirical claims, so we suspect that reasonable skeptics find our empirics
unsatisfactory. In this section, we try to identify and answer their overarching
complaints.
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5.1 Open Borders are Far Out of Sample

All of our claims about the effects of open borders rely on (a) experience with
open borders in the distant past, or (b) experience with relatively high
immigration in the recent past. Both forms of evidence are problematic.
Transportation and communication have drastically improved over the past
century, so open borders today could be very different from open borders a
century ago. Social changes often have nonlinear effects, so open borders could
be bad even though moderate immigration is good.
This critique has a kernel of truth: each of our forecasts should have wide
confidence intervals. For any given outcome, the true effect of open borders is
likely to be far above or below its expected value. To estimate those expected
values, however, we must rely on past experience. We can acknowledge wide
confidence intervals, yet still safely predict that open borders will be better than
the status quo, as long as some key expected values are enormously favorable,
and the rest are ambiguous.
This is precisely what the evidence shows. The expected impacts on global
production, poverty, and inequality are enormously favorable. The expected
impacts on the budget, crime, and politics are ambiguous. Should all of these
estimates prove too sanguine, though, open borders likely remain a good deal.
Suppose standard estimates of the effect of open borders on global output,
poverty, and inequality are overstated by a factor of five. In absolute terms, that
is still a present discounted value of tens of trillions of dollars. To offset a gain of
this scale, the combined budgetary, crime, and political effects of open borders
would have to be horrific.
5.2 I’m Still Really Worried about X

While research on open borders is growing, many important facets remain
unexplored. Research on political ramifications is especially underdeveloped. As
a result, a fair-minded reader might harbor serious concerns about some of the
effects of open borders.
(p.202) Part of our answer, again, is that the estimated benefits of open
borders on production, poverty, and inequality are so enormous that they
provide a large margin of error. But we can do better than this. Let us concede
for the sake of argument that—holding all other policies fixed—open borders
would impoverish low-skilled natives, sharply raise crime rates, break the
budget, destroy the welfare state, or unleash populist policies. Migration
restrictions would remain a needlessly cruel and costly way to handle the critics’
concern. Why? Because each of these problems has a “keyhole solution”—a
remedy tailored to handle the alleged problem while leaving the world’s borders
open to peaceful migration. As Tim Harford explains:
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Keyhole surgery techniques allow surgeons to operate without making
large incisions, minimizing the risk of complications and side effects.
Economists often advocate a similar strategy when trying to fix a policy
problem: target the problem as closely as possible rather than attempting
something a little more drastic.84
Instead of rejecting open borders, then, critics should embrace a package of
open borders combined with other policy reforms.85 Suppose you think that open
borders would be awful for low-skilled natives. Once you grant immigration’s
overall economic benefits, the logical solution is not exclusion, but
redistribution. Government could impose immigrant entry fees and surtaxes,
then use the proceeds to compensate native workers with a monthly check, a
lower marginal tax rate, a payroll tax exemption, or a bigger Earned Income Tax
Credit. Analogous policies could be used to deter crime; immigrants could post a
“crime bond” when they enter the country, knowing that they forfeit the bond if
convicted of an offense.
If you fear immigrants’ fiscal effect, the natural solution is, in the words of Alex
Nowrasteh and Sophie Cole (2013), to “build a wall around the welfare state,
instead of the country.” In short, selective austerity. Government could give
immigrants reduced benefits, make them ineligible for specific programs, or
exclude them entirely. This selective austerity could last for a decade; it could
stand until the immigrant pays $100,000 in taxes; it could be lifelong. The fiscal
burden of immigration is not a law of nature. It the result of deliberate—and
malleable—policy. By keeping fiscal burdens under control, and giving natives
preferential access, selective austerity also helps preserve the welfare state as
we know it. Current (p.203) beneficiaries don’t have to worry about being
crowded out, and voters won’t be alienated by the thought that out-groups are
feeding off their generosity.
Controlling the political effects of immigration is especially straightforward. If
you really worry that immigrants vote the wrong way, don’t let them vote. In the
current regime, permanent residents already wait many years for citizenship.
The delay could easily be extended—or made permanent. Alternately,
immigrants might gain voting rights after paying $100,000 in taxes. While there
is no solid reason to expect immigrants to vote for disastrous policies, it is far
better to let them in and deny them the vote than to exclude them as an act of
pre-emptive political self-defense.
5.3 Keyhole Solutions Are Unrealistic

Keyhole solutions rarely win over critics of immigration. While they would work
in theory, they are politically impossible—mere daydreams unworthy of serious
consideration. Strangely, though, the same critics willingly debate a far more
fantastic proposal: open borders itself. If you can imagine the political landscape
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changing enough to make global open borders a reality, what is so implausible
about pro-native redistribution, selective austerity, or voting limits?
The deeper problem with critics’ incredulity, though, is that countless “keyhole
solutions” already exist in the United States and around the world. Legal
immigrants to the United States face deportation for even minor nonviolent
infractions such as marijuana possession.86 China’s hukou system for
intranational residency restricts internal migrants’ rights to collect government
benefits and vote.87 In Singapore and the United Arab Emirates, guest workers
have very limited legal rights.88 Even (p.204) Sweden, a country with strong
pro-migrant sentiment, makes migrants wait five years for citizenship.89 Open
borders are perhaps an impossible dream, but keyhole solutions are already a
concrete reality.
5.4 We Should Apply the Precautionary Principle

The policy of open borders is a radical proposal. Its consequences remain
speculative. No matter how promising the proposal looks, shouldn’t we move
toward open borders gradually, learning more and more about the far-reaching
consequences as we go? For all their flaws, modern First World societies remain
the pinnacles of human civilization. Hundreds of millions of people enjoy lives
that kings of old could scarcely imagine. This seems like a perfect time to apply
the “precautionary principle”—to wait for definitive proof that open borders
would succeed instead of betting all of our achievements on a mere idea.90
The precautionary principle also implies, however, that a long list of historical
injustices should have been phased out much more gradually. In 1860, the
effects of abolishing US slavery were unforeseeable. Who could accurately
predict the results of releasing millions of illiterate slaves on the economy,
crime, politics, or social stability itself? While the British had previously ended
slavery in their colonies, they were not putting their home country at risk. In
1960, the effects of suddenly ending US segregation were similarly hazy. The
nation’s 19 million blacks had never been treated equally before. Or take the
breakneck dismantling of South African apartheid in the early 1990s. Nearby
Angola, Mozambique, and Zimbabwe had virtually collapsed after the end of
white rule, but most observers still saw cautious phase-out of South African
apartheid as moral cowardice.
The lesson: the precautionary principle may be a good rule when weighing a
token gain against a fuzzy risk of social collapse, but not when the status quo
impoverishes billions by prohibiting peaceful movement and trade. Yes, the
current residents of the First World have wonderful lives. But the rest of the
world should not have to endure preventive detention for the peace of mind of
the fortunate few.
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(p.205) 5.5 Why Has Nobody Tried Open Borders?

While borders were nearly open until the early twentieth century, no major First
World country has had open borders since then, and none looks poised to try
anytime soon. If the concept of open borders is such a great idea, why has
nobody tried it? Even if political leaders in individual countries are irrational or
face specific impediments to opening borders, the fact that no country has
completely opened its borders seems troubling.
This is a strong objection for readers who doubt the wisdom of all policies that
no country accepts in its entirety. In our view, though, many untried policies are
clearly superior to the status quo. No country has complete free trade, raises
most of its revenue from taxes on negative externalities, or permits a free
market in human organs. If one accepts these or similar examples, ubiquitous
immigration restrictions are hardly surprising. The best general explanation, in
our view, is that human beings around the world have pronounced anti-market
and anti-foreign biases. While the intensity of these biases vary from culture to
culture, they are strong everywhere.91 Keyhole solutions, similarly, are
unpopular because human beings care far more about visible harm than actual
harm.92
That said, there are a few countries whose policies and constitutional principles
come quite close to open borders. Argentina’s constitution recognizes the right
to migrate as a fundamental human right. Anybody with a job offer can
immigrate, tourists can look for jobs, illegal immigrants can be legalized, and
there are no deportations.93 In 2008, Ecuador declared a commitment to
freedom of migration in its Constitution, though this has not been fully
implemented.94 Svalbard, an output of Norway in the Arctic, allows anybody
with a job offer to migrate. It has an ethnically diverse population with zero
crime.95

(p.206) 6 Conclusion
While we don’t know exactly what open borders would do, that’s the same as
saying we don’t know exactly how much damage the status quo inflicts. In
expectation, the damage is massive. It is all too easy for us—particularly
comfortable First Worlders—to forget the moral urgency of freedom of
movement. Under the status quo, tens of millions around the globe live as
unauthorized migrants, fearing the law enforcement that is supposed to protect
them. And they’re the lucky ones. Hundreds of millions want to seek a better life
in another land, but find the black market back door too costly and too scary.
Border controls tear families apart and crush countless dreams of people rich
and poor. Are the risks of open borders really dire enough to continue calling
foreigners criminals for peacefully moving to opportunity?
The concept of open borders is radical because the status quo is a radical
abridgment of freedom based on an arbitrary distinction, propped up by status
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quo bias and moral apathy.96 In the heyday of American Jim Crow laws and
South African apartheid, most people meekly accepted out-group oppression as
the natural state of the world. The same vice plagues the world today:
nationalism blinds us to migration restrictions’ grave injustice and exorbitant
harm. In the nineteenth century, open borders allowed global freedom,
prosperity, opportunity, and equality to advance hand in hand. A century later,
the promise of open borders is greater than ever. The global poor don’t need
charity to escape poverty. They have more than enough talent to begin their
journey to prosperity once the governments of the world get out of the way.
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